Women who lift
In Canberra a group of women are transforming their sector from the inside out, laying claim to
power and influence and dismantling or reimagining traditional gendered roles and stereotypes as it
suits them. To succeed in their world requires confidence, dedication, self-discipline, personal
deprivation, courage, endurance and relentless consistency under pressure. Veterans who paved the
way when this was a man’s world scan the ranks of up-and-comers, looking for the 1% who might
have not only the strength to succeed once, but the commitment to return and succeed again.
They’re easing the way for the next generation who are rising through the ranks and passing on what
they’ve learned. Feisty, funny, fierce; the ones who make it to the top in this world are ninety per
cent class, ten per cent bad-ass. And they look good while they do it, too. Welcome to the world of
women’s competitive body-building.
High heels, spray tans, hair extensions, flawless makeup, bikinis with bling, rigid diets, gruelling
exercise regimes. This might be the last place you would expect to find the flame of feminism
burning bright. But beneath the diamonte-encrusted stereotypes, divergent trends shaping modern
gender norms and ideals of beauty have collided. One thing is clear: what is emerging is very
different to what preceded it. For the careful observer, there are lessons here. Not only can the
women of Canberra’s body-building circuit teach us a thing or two about getting fit: the
transformation of body-building competitions since welcoming amateur women to its ranks en
masse has a thing or two to teach us about women getting ahead.
From the first women’s bodybuilding contest in Ohio, USA in 1977, female body building has come a
long way. The first Ms Olympia, USA in 1980 was dramatically different from conventional bikini
competitions and beauty pageants. Women were allowed to pose in ways that displayed the
muscularity they had worked hard to develop. But women were also actively discouraged or
penalised for becoming too muscular, sometimes being told by competition judges that they had
become too big. Eventually some female competition categories were removed completely, since
apparently things had gone too far. Female bodybuilding was creating trouble, in the Judith Butler
sense.
Competitive body building remained a sport which appealed to a niche audience which appreciated
the atypical muscularity of competitors like Iris Kyle. Competitors like Kyle also helped to define the
image of female body builders for the broader public as being outside of the female gender norm.
Maria R. Lowe’s book Women of Steel: Female Bodybuilders and the Struggle for Self-Definition
explored the cultural niche of women’s body building in as it was in 1998.
By 2010 major federations had recognised that women passionate about fitness and physique were
not seeking the developed musculature of competitors like Kyle. They wanted an outlet to extend
and celebrate their physical development. Major federations like the IBBF, the WBF and the ICN
began adding categories like ‘bikini’, ‘swimsuit’ and ‘fitness’ to their competition schedules. The
development was quickly copied in Australia and propelled the rapid expansion of the sport.
Jenifer Lee, a Canberra-based body-building coach, competed in her first body-building competition
in 2010, and has coached competitors since. ‘Bodybuilding has massively blown up. There used to be
two competitions every year in NSW when I competed at first, and now there’s probably 40 shows.
It was so fast, I would never have expected it.’
Lauren Ashleigh, who competes both in power lifting and as a figure builder, as well as coaching
women and forming part of the judging panel in the Canberra circuit, has been similarly surprised by

the rapid uptake of the sport. ‘It’s now something that young women seem to have on their bucket
list, a box to tick.’
Why has female body building seen a dramatic increase in popularity over the last decade?
Several trends have influenced the rapid growth in popularity of competitions over the last decade

Social media
media has provided a vector for the self-published content of bikini competitors and fitness
influencers to achieve virality. It has also corralled communities in an otherwise niche sport. Regine
Irish, a Canberra-based bikini competitor who’s achieved multiple wins, found out about the sport
when she came across YouTube videos of an American fitness influencer, Nikki Blackletter, who
blogged her preparation for bikini competitions in the US. ‘I watched her meal prepping and I
thought “well, that’s not that different to what I’m doing now.” I cook a massive meal and make sure
that I’ve got enough of that for the rest of the week, and for my family as well. So I thought maybe I
could do it.’ Typically, one of the most challenging aspects of preparing for competition is following a
strict diet, which usually involves careful measurement and restriction of the competitor’s
macronutrient intake. Due to the need to weigh all foods to accurately measure the macronutrients
they contain, Sunday ‘meal prep’ is a respected ritual when preparing for a body building
competition. In recent years, applications like MyFitnessPal have made ‘tracking your macros’ easier
and faster, popularizing the dieting method.
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Social media has also proved a fertile ground for the dissemination of information about fitness
regimes. Fitness influencers are among the most followed in the Australian social media landscape.
In the case of bodybuilding competitions, social media also allows competitors to permanently
display the hard-won achievement of their physique exactly as it appears on the day of their
competition. This helps to justify the effort competitors put into their competition preparation. The
end goal of their preparation is the achievement of a more muscular physique and such an
unhealthily low body fat percentage that their body as it appears on competition day can only be
maintained for a short period of time. This effort and sacrifice can be better justified if it can be
displayed to your social network after the competition is over and the weight has been regained.
Even the contestants themselves have been surprised by the followings they have achieved on social
media. Lauren Ashleigh, with 8000+ followers on Instagram, was non-plussed when I asked her
about her following. ‘I think maybe it’s because I do power-lifting too’, she explains patiently, ‘the

cross-over between the sports is rare’. Another to make the same cross-over, Ashling
(@ashling_ifbb_figure) has over 19000 followers. And these are just the locals.
Protein supplementation is another trend both supporting and benefiting from the booming
competition industry. In order to achieve rapid muscle growth, competitors need to consume
relatively high amounts of protein and maintain low carbohydrates. One of the easiest ways to do
this is through increasing protein intake.
How resistance training is transforming women’s fitness, and beauty ideals
The most significant trend in women’s competitive body-building has been the desirability of
resistance training. Women are now focussing on lifting heavy weights and gaining muscle. In body
building, the trend towards more muscularity extends into ‘softer’ categories of the competition,
such as swimsuit and bikini, where more muscularity is seen as attractive and desirable. This
represents a dramatic departure from previous decades, when female competitors were
discouraged from developing their physiques in ways that were deemed a threat to gender norms.
Developing more muscle has required female competitors to overturn gendered norms around
training, by participating in the two activities required for muscle gain: lifting heavy weights and
eating more food. It was these two activities which were explicitly discouraged in women by fitness
experts in the early 2000s, who recommended more cardiovascular activity, and fewer calories,
resulting in a smaller body. It is these recommendations which a new generation of female body
builders has succeeded in overturning.
The desirability of muscle gain, and even the fetishization of women’s muscles, has seen gender and
beauty norms change quickly. Some competitors feel the changing norms are much more elastic
compared with earlier times. ’10 years ago, my boyfriend used to tell me to stop lifting weights, he
thought I was getting too big’ said Ashling, of her fitness routine preceeding competitive training.
She’s since achieved remarkable success in the world of competitive body-building, giving her more
confidence that her naturally more muscular physique is considered beautiful. She commented that
‘straight men paint their nails now’ and posts frequently about topics like the desireability of
muscles for women. Ashling competes in the more developed category of figure-building. Another
figure-builder, Lauren Ashleigh, commented that ‘people used to think we were freaks, or big.’
Ashleigh was recently featured in a photo shoot for the popular online publication, HerCanberra,
with the caption ‘Strong is beautiful’.
‘Strong is the new skinny’ has become the catch-cry of female competitive body-builders. It’s easy to
see why.

